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SUMMARY

The input impedance of a thick substrate circular microstrip antenna is computed.
The antenna was excited by a coaxial feed. 1lJe analysis was carried out using the
cavity model, extending it by including the feed structure into the model. The fields
within the cavity are expanded in a set of modes satisfying the boundary conditions
on the eccentrically located probe and on the cavity magnetic wall as well. The modal
fields are calculated numerically, using the finite element package Sepran.

A mode matching technique is used to solve for the electric field at the junction
between the cavity and the coaxial cable. The reflection coefficient of the TEM
mode incident in the coaxial cable is determined, from which the input impedance is
computed. Results were compared to results obtained by Davidovitz (1986).

The computed input impedance agrees with the results of Davidovitz. An inductive
shift is observed when the thickness of the antenna is increased. The shift corresponds
to the self inductance of the feed probe.

Sepran can also be used to analyse other configurations. Different kinds of cross
sections and different boundary conditions are relatively easy to implement in Sepran.
One could for instance analyse a rectangular microstrip antenna fed by two probes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The microstrip antenna concept dates back about 36 years to work in the USA by
Deschamps [1]. However, twenty years passed before practical antennas were
fabricated, as better theoretical models and photo-etch techniques for copper or gold
clad dielectric substrates with a wide range of dielectric constants, attractive thermal
and mechanical properties and of low loss tangent were developed. The first practical
antennas were developed in the early 1970's by Howell [2] and Munson [3].

The first mathematical analysis of a wide variety of microstrip patch shapes was
published in 1977 by Lo et al. [4], who used the modal-expansion technique to analyse
rectangular, circular, semicircular and triangular patch antennas. By 1978 the
microstrip patch antenna was becoming much more widely known and used in a
variety of communication systems.

The microstrip antenna has several advantages compared to conventional microwave
antennas and therefore many applications over the broad frequency range from - 100
MHz to over - 60 GHz. Some of the principal advantages of microstrip antennas
compared to conventional microwave antennas are:

• thin profile
• light weight
• simple to manufacture
• can be made conformal to nonplanar surfaces
• low cost
• can be integrated with circuits
• simple arrays readily created

However, microstrip antennas also have some disadvantages compared to
conventional microwave antennas:

• low efficiency
• small bandwith
• extraneous radiation from feeds, junction and surface waves
• tolerance problems
• require quality substrate (expensive) and good temperature tolerance
• high-performance arrays require complex feed systems

Despite the disadvantages, the advantages of microstrip antennas have led to their use
in many applications, some of them listed in table 1.1 (next page) [5].

Since the bandwith of microstrip antennas is small (a few percent), investigations have
been done into new microstrip configurations with wider bandwith. Using thicker
and/or lower-permittivity substrate (reducing Q and hence increasing B) is a general
technique to obtain a wider bandwith. Therefore thick substrate microstrip antennas
have been studied [6-14].
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This report describes a method of analyzing thick substrate microstrip antennas using
an extension of the cavity model. The finite element method is used to solve the
homogeneous Helmholtz equation in order to calculate the fields in the antenna from
which the input impedance is calculated.

Table 1.1 Typical applications for printed-antenna technology

Aircraft antennas

Missiles and telemetry

Misile guidance

Adaptive arrays

Battlefield communications
and surveillance

SATCOMS

Mobile radio

Reflector feeds

Remote Sensing

Biomedical

Covert antennas

Communication and navigation
Altimeters
Blind-landing systems

Stick-on sensors
Proximity fu!es
Millimetre devices

Seeker monopulse arrays
Integral radome arrays

Multi-target acquisition
Semiconiiuctor integrated array

Flush-mounted on vehicles

Domestic DBS receiver
Vehicle-based antenna
Switched-beam arrays

Pagers and hand telephones
Manpack systems

Beam switching

Large lightweight apertures

Applicators in microwave
cancer therapy

Intnuier alarms
Personal communication

Chapter two illustrates the circular microstrip antenna configuration. Further the
cavity model as well as an extension to the cavity model are set out.

Chapter three describes the finite element method. The method is introduced, and
the application to the cavity problem is shown. The cutoff wavenumbers and their
corresponding modes are calculated for a circular, a coaxial waveguide and an
eccentric annular waveguide with PEC inner and PMC outer conductor.

Chapter four deals with deriving the field within the cavity region. By equating the
fields of the cavity and the coaxial cable at the aperture, the input impedance is
calculated.

Chapter five, the final chapter, discusses the results.
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2 THE CIRCULAR MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

This chapter describes the geometry of the microstrip antenna. Further the cavity
model will be reviewed. Some advantages and disadvantages will be mentioned.
Finally the extension of the cavity model to thick substrate microstrip antennas will be
set out.

2.1 Configuration of the microstrip patch antenna

A general geometry of a microstrip patch antenna without feed is shown in figure 2.1.
The microstrip antenna consists of a conducting patch on one side of a dielectric
substrate ( £r < 10), backed by a ground plane. For thin antennas the thickness t of
the substrate is much smaller than 10 , while the patch is about half the wavelength
(1,). The patch normally consists of copper or gold and can assume virtually any
shape, but the most common shapes are the rectangular and the circular patches.
Circular microstrip antennas offer performance similar to that of rectangular
geometries. In some applications such. as arrays, however, circular geometries offer
certain advantages over other configurations (15].

z

GrDund plan.

Arbitrary
Palch

Dielectric
8ubltrate

Figure 2.1 General geometry of a microstrip patch
antenna without feed

The two most common ways of feeding a microstrip antenna are by means of a
coaxial-probe feed and a microstrip line feed, as shown in figure 2.2.

The advantages of the coaxial feed are that the desired impedance can be obtained
by proper location of the inner conductor and that the cable can be placed under the
ground plane to minimise coupling between the feed and the antenna patch. The
disadvantage is that the structure is more difficult to produce (not completely
monolithic). This disadvantage is avoided in a stripline feed, which, however,
introduces some radiation of its own and offers less flexibility in obtaining the proper
impedance.
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conducting patch

o
striP hn"tMd

top VI"W

sid" vi"w

a b

Figure 2.2 Microstrip patch antenna with (a) coaxialfeed (b)
stripline feed

We will restrict the further analysis to the circular disk microstrip antenna with
coaxial feed. The geometry of the circular disk microstrip antenna with coaxial feed is
illustrated in figure 2.3.

2l:l
:~ 111111111111

I
I
I
I

-\..... I

I
I

Figure 2.3 Geometry of the circular disk microstrip antenna with coaxial feed

The patch radius a of the microstrip antenna is an important parameter. The radius is
determined by the desired mode and the resonant frequency.
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For coaxial feeds, the location of the probe e (eccentricity) is usually selected to
provide a good impedance match.

The substrate permittivity influences the fringing field and the patch radius a.
Increasing Er reduces the patch size (for a given resonant frequency) and the extent of
the fringing fields (see figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 Fringing fields at the periphery of the patch

The bandwith B of a microstrip antenna is very small, for the Q-factor is very high.
One method for reducing Q and hence increasing B is to use thicker and/or lower
permittivity substrate. Increasing the thickness of the substrate t also extends the zone
of the fringing fields.

The size of the ground plane effects the bearnwidth of the E and H field pattern.
Secondly, the excitation of non-resonant modes is influenced by the ground plane
radius [16]. The thickness of the ground plane also effects the excitation of non
resonant modes. In analyzing the microstrip antenna the ground plane thickness is
usually assumed to be infinitesimally thin. The radius of the ground plane is often
assumed to be infinite or greater than Ao •

2.2 The Cavity model

The transmission-line model [17] was the first model that described the behaviour of
microstrip antennas. This model is very simple and uses transmission-line theory to
analyse the microstrip antenna. A main disadvantage is that it is only useful to
patches of rectangular shape. The cavity model does not have that restriction [18] and
is capable of analyzing various patch shapes. The cavity model is not as accurate as
for instance the integral-equation method which is capable of treating arbitrary patch
shapes as well as thick substrates. Although complex models give more accurate
results this is at the expense of considerable computational effort and these models
also provide less physical insight in the operation of microstrip antennas.

Most of the results obtained using the simple cavity model are for electricaly thin
substrates. For this case, the cavity model offers both simplicity and physical insight.
The results obtained by the model are accurate enough for many engineering
purposes.
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Before the model will be introduced the following assumptions are made:

• the ground plane and the dielectric substrate are considered to be
infinite (practical ground planes and substrates are usually several
wavelengths in dimension so the assumption is justified for calculating
far-field patterns)

• the ground plane is considered infinitesimally thin.
• the thickness of the substrate is much less than the wavelength, i.e.

t < l c

The cavity model is based on the following observations (following from the last
assumption):

(i) The electric field E has only the z component and the magnetic field H
has only the transverse components in the region bounded by the
conducting patch and the ground plane.

(ii) The fields in the aformentioned region do not vary along the z direction
for all frequencies of interest.

(iii) Since the electric current in the microstrip must not have a component
normal to the edge (at any point at the edge), it follows from Maxwell's
equations that the tangential component of H along the edge is
negligible.

By assuming the component of the magnetic field tangential to the patch equal to
zero a perfect magnetic conductor is introduced. The region between the microstrip
patch and the ground plane can therefore be treated as a cavity bounded by a
magnetic wall along the edge and by electric walls from above and below as shown in
figure 2.5. The introduction of this cavity will distort the shape of the electric (and
magnetic) field distribution, but not significantly if the element is thin. Thus the fields
within the dielectric region of the microstrip, corresponding to TMnm modes, may be
determined by solving a cavity problem.

Perfect Electric Conductors

Figure 2.5 Magnetic wall model of a circular
patch antenna
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These fields must satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equation and the boundary
conditions. With the assumption that the E-field has only a z-component and that the
field is independent of z it follows (using cylindrical coordinates):

(2.1)

The total E-field in the cavity can than be written as the infinite sum of all
orthonormal modes:

•
E z = E AmnVmn ' where Vmn =Ez is a solution of the wave equation (2.2)

m,n-a "'"

Expressing the fields in cylindrical coordinates Ez , H p and H. are the only
components of the E and H fields in the cavity, so only ~-modes exist.

The effect of the feed can be included by the mode matching technique. The
tangential fields in the aperture connecting the antenna to its feeding source are
equated to each other in this region. In general, the modal functions representing the
fields on either side of the aperture will be different and the excitation coefficients
can be found by the orthogonality property of the modes. In its most general form,
this leads to an infinite set of linear equations in the modal function coefficients, but
is generally truncated to the dominant modes, and may require numerical evaluation.

One assumes that the field structure in the microstrip antenna is the same as that in
the cavity. From the field structure found one can compute the radiation pattern, the
total radiated power, the input impedance etc. To calculate the radiation field,
consider a closed surface S shown in Figure 2.6. The top face of S lies just outside the
patch and the bottom face lies just outside the ground plane. The vertical face of S
coincides with the magnetic wall of the cavity. The fields exterior to S can be
calculated from the equivalent sources on S and their images; the latter is necessary
to account for the ground plane, which is assumed to be infinite in extent for the
purpose of analysis. Since the tangential electric fields on the top and bottom faces,
as well as the tangential magnetic field on the vertical, are zero, the only contribution
to the equivalent sources are the tangential electric field E l on the vertical surface of
the cavity. The tangential magnetic fields on the top and bottom faces are neglected.
Together with its image, the total equivalent magnetic current is M=2£x ft. , where

ft. is the unit outward normal.
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The factor 2 accounts for the presence of the ground plane (image source).

f r patch

ground plan.

II

Figure 2.6 Application ofthe equivalence principle to calculate
the radiation from a microstrip patch antenna

Applying the free-space Green's function, the electric potential F at a point r can be
calculated by integrating this equivalent magnetic current over the aperture (magnetic
wall), and the far field in spherical coordinates may then be found from the potential
F [19].

The model described so far is still incomplete. The influence of the fringing fields for
instance is not included. Further, the model does not comprise loss mechanisms. The
dielectric substrate and the metal conductors were assumed lossless till now. For the
cavity does not radiate, this results in a purely reactive impedance. But off course, the
input impedance of the antenna is not purely reactive. Thus the different losses have
to be included in the model.

The effect of the fringing fields can be accounted for by slightly extending the radius
of the microstrip antenna a to an effective radius ae [20]:

2·t ('Jr.a )ae=a· 1 + In-- + 1.7726
'Jr ·a· e 2·t,

(2.3)

The different losses of the antenna are also included in the model now. The losses in
the cavity under the patch comprise the dielectric loss Pd owing to the imperfect
dielecric substrate, the conductor loss Pcu due to the finite conductivity of the disk
conductors, the radiation loss Pr (wanted) and surface-wave loss Psw. The power
radiated as surface waves is usually neglected in the cavity model. The surface-wave
loss is a function of the substrate height in wavelengths t/AO and also dependents of
the patch radius a. Wood [21] calculated that t/AO < 0.07 for £r = 2.32 and t/AO <
0.023 for £r = 9.8, if the antenna is to launch no more than 25 % of the total
radiated power to surface waves. Thus for thick microstrip antennas the surface-wave
loss can not be neglected if one wants to obtain accurate results.
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The dielectric loss Pd and the conductor loss Peu are calculated from the electric field
under the cavity, while the radiation loss P r is calculated from the far-zone
electromagnetic field [19].

Pr =.! ..! ReI(ExH*).lt dS Watt
2 2 s

The antenna is assumed to operate in the TMn mode (TMn mode is resonant). After
evaluating, P r can be written as follows [19]:

(k ·t·a·] (ka)·E)2
P = 0 1 0". ./ , where

r 16Zo 1

1F

/1 =I[(J2(X) - JO(X) )2 + COS
2e (J2(X) +JO(X»)2 ] sine de

o
where X =koa sine

(2.S)

(2.6)

The integral/I has to be calculated numerically. The electric energy stored in the
cavity at resonance is [22] :

e III 2 P
d

W = - IE I dV =--
e 4 z 2 <a> 6

v

At resonance the total stored energy is twice the electric stored energy, WT = 2We •

The total quality factor QT of the cavity is defined as:

Q
T
=<a> WT =2 <a> We = Pd (2.7)

PT PT <a> 6

In calulating the different losses, it is usual to make use of the resonance
approximation [23]. To include the different losses in the ideal cavity one can replace

P P
the loss tangent 6 by an effective loss tangent 6e: 6e = T =__T_ (2.8)

2 <a> We <a> WT

This formula holds for frequencies near resonance. In the cavity model PT = Pd + Peu

+ P r (P5W is neglected).

In this paragraph the cavity model has been described. This cavity model will be used
to analyse the antenna after the model has been extended in the next paragraph.
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2.3 Extension of the cavity model

The necessity for greater bandwith is a major reason for studying thick substrate
microstrip antennas. But the cavity model described above holds for antennas with
thin substrate Le. t/l r « 1 (t: 0.005 lr - 0.02 lr (11] ). Therefore, more rigorous
moment method formulations are used instead of the simple models [18, 24] to
analyse thick substrate antennas. But these models using more computational effort
did not consider the actual feed structure in the analysis, replacing it instead by some
idealised source [11]. Davidovitz & 1.0 [11] used the cavity model for analyzing the
microstrip antenna and added an extra boundary condition of the probe to the model
in order to include the effect of the probe structure to the model. The different losses
including the radiation, surface wave and copper loss are lumped into an effective loss
tangent 6e • Further, an edge extension formula was used to account for the fringing
of the fields at the edges of the patch. The analysis presented applies to the arbitrary
location of the probe under the patch except for the uninteresting case of the probe
very close to the edge.

The assumption made in the simple cavity model that t « lr does not hold anymore
for thick substrates. Using the observations of the cavity model results in the
following observations:

(i) The electric field E has a z, q> and a p component. The magnetic H
field has a q> and a p component. The z component of the magnetic H
field is neglected for only~ modes are assumed in the antenna.

(ii) The fields in the cavity do vary with the z direction, for the substrate
thickness is not much smaller than lr anymore.

(iii) For the ideal cavity does not radiate power it follows with (i) that the
tangential H field is zero at the cylindric wall of the cavity.

By the last observation again a perfect magnetic conductor is introduced. The region
between the microstrip patch and the ground plane can therefore be treated as a
cavity bounded by a magnetic wall along the edge and electric walls from above and
below as well as in the cavity to account for the feed structure as shown in Figure 2.7.

Perfect Electric
Conductors

~
Perfect Magnetic Conductors

Figure 2.7 Magnetic wall model ofa coax-fed
circular patch antenna with thick substrate
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2.3.1 Modes in the cavity

As in the cavity model, the circular microstrip antenna can be analyzed by assuming
that the field structure in the microstrip antenna is essentially the same as that of a
magnetic wall cavity. Thus the fields within the dielectric region of the microstrip
antenna may be derived by solving the extended cavity problem.

The first step in deriving the fields is to construct a set of orthogonal modes for the
waveguide having the eccentric annular cross section of figure 2.8. Since the TEM
mode incident in the coaxial cable has no angular variation, it is expected that only
even modes will be excited in the cavity. Further, it can be shown that the probe
current excites predominantly the z component of the electric field, and consequently,
the T~ modes in the cavity. TEz modes will not be excited as strongly as 'TMz
modes, and will be neglected henceforth [11].

Co
c

-------~---~-
I -.l 2Q"
I...-e-.

Figure 2.8 Cross sectional view of the eccentric annular
waveguide

As in § 2.2 the fields must satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equation and the
boundary conditions [25]:

boundary conditions:

(2.9)

The solution of the problem (2.12) consists of a set of orthonormal modes (see
Appendix A). With the assumptions made above the fields in the cavity correspond to
even T~ modes.
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Davidovitz & Lo [11] solved the cavity problem for the thick substrate microstrip
antenna by deriving approximate analytical expressions for the cutoff wavenumbers
and the corresponding modes in the eccentric annular waveguide with inner conductor
of small radii. The cutoff wavenumbers for the antenna configuration were defined as
the zeros of an infinite order determinant, whose elements are transcendental
functions of the wavenumbers. A truncated determinant was used to compute the
lowest cutoff frequencies.

This report presents an alternative method for deriving the cutoff wavenumbers. The
cutoff wavenumbers and their corresponding modes are derived using the finite
element method. Sepran, a finite element program, has been used to solve the
Helmholtz equation. The next chapter deals with the finite element method and
describes the procedure to derive the eigenvalues of the homogeneous Helmholtz
equation.
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3 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

3.1 Introduction

Mathematical models often take the form of differential or integral equations. Only in
the very simplest cases it is possible to find exact analytical solutions of the equations
in the model, and in general one has to rely on numerical techniques for finding
approximate solutions. The Finite Element Technique is a general technique for
numerical solution of differential and integral equations in science and engineering.
The method was introduced by engineers in the late 50's and early 60's for the
numerical solution of partial differential equations in structural engineering. The
method has its roots in the variational methods in mathematics introduced in the
beginning of the century. Today, the finite element method is used extensively in a
wide variety of problems as for instance electro-magnetism, wave-propagation, heat
conduction etc [26].

3.2 Solving the cavity problem by the finite element method

3.2.1 Variational fonnulation of the two dimensional Helmholtz equation

The basic idea in any numerical method for a differential equation is to discretize the
given continuous problem with infinitely many degrees of freedom to obtain a discrete
problem or system of equations with only finitely many unknowns that may be solved
using a computer. The finite element method formulates the differential equation as
an equivalent variational problem. In the case of elliptic equations this variational
problem in basic cases is a minimization problem of the form:

(M) Find U€V such that F(u) :S F(v) for all V€V,

where V is a given set of admissible functions and F:V-+R is afunctional (i.e. F(v)€R
for all V€V denoting the set or real numbers). The functions v in V often represent a
continuously varying quantity such as a displacement in an elastic body, a temperature
, etc, F(v) is the total energy associated with v and (M) corresponds to an equivalent
characterization of the solution of the differential equation as the function that
minimizes the total energy of the considered system. In general the dimension of V is
infinite (i.e. the functions in V cannot be described by a finite number of parameters)
and thus in general the problem (M) cannot be solved exactly. To obtain a problem
that can be solved on a computer the idea in the finite element method is to replace
V by a set Vh consisting of simple functions only depending on finitely many
parameters. This leads to a finite-dimensional minimization problem of the form:
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(3.1)

This problem is equivalent to a (large) linear or nonlinear system of equations. The
hope is now that the solution uh of this problem is a sufficiently good approximation
of the solution u of the original minimization problem (M), Le., the original partial
differential equation. Usually one chooses Vh to be a subset of V (in other words
Vh C V, i.e., if VE: Vh then VE: V) and in this case (Mh) corresponds to the classical Ritz
Galerkin method that goes back to the beginning of the century. The special feature
of a fmite element method as a particular Ritz-Galerkin method is the fact that the
functions in Vb are chosen to be piecewise polynomial.

To solve a given differential or integral equation approximately using the finite
element method, one has to go through basically the following steps:

(i) variational formulation of the given problem,
(ii) discretization using FEM: construction of the finite dimensional space

Vh ,

(iii) solution of the discrete problem,
(iv) implementation of the method on a computer: programming

Often there are several different variational formulations that may be used depending
e.g. on the choice of dependent variables. The choice of the finite dimensional
subspace Vh is influenced by the variational formulation, accuracy requirements,
regularity properties of the exact solution etc. To solve the discrete problem one
needs optimization algorithms and/or methods for the numerical solution of large
linear or nonlinear systems of equations. The advantage of finite element methods as
compared with finite difference methods for instance is that complicated geometry,
general boundary conditions and variable or non-linear material properties can be
handled relatively easily. Further, the clear structure and versatility of the finite
element method makes it possible to construct general purpose software for
applications. Also, the finite element method has a solid theoretical foundation which
gives added reliability and in many cases makes it possible to mathematically analyse
and estimate the error in the approximate finite element solution.

When a differential equation has to be solved one has to go through the four steps as
described above. Step ii, iii and iv are included in the program that will be described
later. Let us first consider step i, the variational formulation of the problem. In our
case the homogeneous Helmholtz equation has to be solved. We are interested in the
eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors in the region bounded by the
contour r. The equation to be solved with the corresponding boundary conditions is:

a2u a2u__ + -- + k 2u = 0
2 2

aXl aX2

aur l : - = 0an
r 2 : u = 0

The region of interest is illustrated in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Region over which the differential
equation will be solved

We introduce Vas:

V = {v: v is continuous on n, CJv/ ax1 and CJv/ ax2 are piecewise continuous on n and
v=O on r 1, CJv/CJn=O on r 2}

Now we will multiply the equation -~tu=k/uwith an arbitrary testfunetion v£V and
integrate over the region n:

II -~,uvdn = II k;uvdn
o 0

Using Green's first identity

II v~,u dn = II V,·(vV,u)dn - II V,u·v,v dn
o 0 0

and Gauss' theorem:

II I au
V,·(vV,u)dn = vandr

o r

it follows

II v, u . v, v d n = I v ~~ d r + II k; uv d n
oro

When the boundary conditions are applied to the contour integral this integral
vanishes. Therefore it results:

II V,u·V,vdn = II k;uvdn
o 0

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Defining

a{u,v) = II Vtu·VtvdO and
n

(f,v) = II k;uv do ,where f = k;u
n

the probleme can be stated as:

(V) Find a function u£V such that a{u,v) = (f,v) "Iv £ V

This is the variational formulation J(

(3.7)

In the finite element proces the domain 0 is divided into a number of small
subregions OJ , called elements, with nodes on the element boundaries defining its
shape. In two dimensional analysis the basic element is usually a triangular patch [27].
So 0 is subdivided into a set of non-overlapping subregions OJ' We define Vb as
follows:

Vh={v: v is continuous on 0, v is linear on Oj€o, v=O on r 2 , av/iJn=O on r 1}

VhcV. As parameters to describe V€Vh we choose the values v{Nj) of v at the nodes
Nj of the element. Defining basic functions CPj€Vh by cpj{Nj)= 6jj . V{x)€Vb can be
written as:

M

v{x) =L f7 jCP/x) , f7 j=v{Nj ), x £0 U r
j-l

(3.8)

Now the finite element method can be formulated with the variational formulation:

Because this formulation must apply for all functions V€Vb, thus in particular
a{uh,cpj) = (f,cpj) j = l..M should hold.
Because uh€Vh uh can be written as:

M

uh = L ~; cp;{x) with ~; = uh{NJ (3.9)
;-1

it follows that

M

L ~;a{cppcpj) = (f'CPj) j = l..M
;-1

This is a linear system of M equations with M unknowns.

(3.10)
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Because f =k/uh (3.10) can be written as:

M M

E ~ia(cpi'CPj) = E k/~i(CPi'CPj) j = l..M
i-I i-I

(3.11)

This linear system of M equations can be written as A~ = Jc.2~B, where A = (Cljj) is a
MxM matrix with elements ajj = a(cpj,cpj) and ~ = (~i) and B = (bij) is a MxM matrix
with elements bjj = (cpj'CPj).

This is a generalized eigenvalue problem Sx = lMx (S=A, ~=x, 1=Jc.2 and B=M)
which can be solved by the computer. Sepran is a packet that solves the eigenvalue
problem by Lanczos method. The n smallest eigenvalues with their corresponding
eigenfunctions will be calculated.

The variational problem as described above is the same as minimizing the functional

F(u) [28]: F(u) = ~JJ (IVcp 1
2 + 12cp2)dn

o

Minimizing this functional results in the same equations. For a detailed discussion of
the finite element method the reader is reffered to Johnson [26].

3.2.2 Solving the Helmholtz equation by SEPRAN

In the last paragraph some basic ideas of the finite element method were treated. The
variational formulation of the method was given step (i) and now the other three
steps (ii - iv) will be described. Steps ii - iv are included in a software program.
SEPRAN [29], a packet of routines (FORTRAN 77) has been used to solve the
Helmholtz equation. SEPRAN is a finite element package that can be used to solve
various kinds of differential problems, heat and flow problems etc. It is possible to
analyse the results graphically.

SEPRAN consists of three parts, which can be run seperately. The three parts are:

Preprocessing (creation of mesh)
Computation (definition and solution of the problem)
Postprocessing (output of the results: plots and prints)

The preprocessing part of SEPRAN consists of the creation of the mesh. The user has
to make a file with input data: description of the region as well as the types of
elements to be used. When the mesh has been created, it is written to a file.

In the computational part of SEPRAN the mesh which has been created is read, then
the type of problem is defined, the system of equations is built (including boundary
conditions) and finally the problem is solved. The results are written to a file. The
user should specify what kind of problem has to be solved, and which boundary
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conditions have to be imposed. Further the user has to specify whether derived
quantities have to be computed, as for instance the gradient.

In the last part of SEPRAN, the postprocessing part, the mesh is read as well as the
solution. In this section the results are produced for the user in a more suitable form:
prints, plots etc.

Sepran has been used to calculate the cutoff wavenumbers ~ of the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation:

(V/ + k/)«p = 0 ,

with the possible boundary conditions on r : «p = 0 or o«p = 0 (3.U)on

The user must specify the (different) boundary condition(s) on all parts of the
boundary. Solving the homogeneous Helmholtz equation is equivalent to solving:

A~=Ic2t ~B or A~=A.~B (~=«p)

This is a generalized eigenvalue problem that can be solved by Sepran. In order to
solve the Helmholtz equation for our purpose, the region over which the solution has
to be obtained, should be specified in an input file. Further the boundary conditions
have to be specified as well as the elements that will be used to solve the problem.
Triangles are used to approximate the region. The solution ~ is obtained by
approximating ~ on the triangles by piecewise linear functions. Sepran calculates the
value of ~ at the vertices of the triangles.

The cross-sectional area of the cavity, which is the same as the cross-sectional area of
the eccentric annular waveguide is shown in figure 3.1. In figure 3.2 a mesh of Sepran
is shown for half the region. The elements are smaller near the coaxial probe (r1)'
The reason for this refinement of the elements will be discussed in the next chapter.
Normally one chooses the elements so that they are small in the area where ~ has a
quick variation and large elements where the solution does not vary quickly.

The next paragraph will discuss results obtained by Sepran of a circular, a coaxial and
an eccentric annular waveguide with small inner (PEC) and outer (PMC) conductor.
The user can specify the way the results of Sepran will be produced. It is, for instance,
possible to calculate the derivative of ~ and to plot the stream function of ~.
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Figure 3.2 Cross sectional area of the semi-eccentric annular waveguide
Triangulation of the area

3.3 Numerical results

In order to get an idea of the accuracy of the results obtained by Sepran, and to
establish the optimal procedure to obtain the results, the cutoff wavenumbers of
different kinds of waveguides have been computed. The eigenvalues of the circular
and the coaxial have been calculated. Finally the cutoff wavenumbers and their
corresponding modes «(f) in the vertices) of the eccentric annular waveguide with PEC
inner conductor and PMC outer conductor have been computed. Grad(f) has been
computed as well in the vertices. In chapter four results of the eccentric annular
waveguide will be used to calculate the input impedance of the microstrip antenna,

3.3.1 The circular waveguide

In figure 3.3 a cross-sectional view of the circular waveguide is shown.
If order to compute the cutoff wavenumbers of the TM-modes the boundary condition
(f) =0 has to be used. In the case of TE-modes the boundary condition a(f) / an=0 has
to be used.
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Figure 3.3 Cross sectional view ofthe circular
waveguide

The radius of the circle amounts to 1. Sepran uses units relative to the dimensions of
the region that are given to define the largest side of a triangle. IT unit is defined as
0.1 and a circle with radius 1 is given as input region then 10 triangles are placed at
the radius. The smaller the triangles the more accurate the solution will be, as far as
the mesh in not refined where the solution does not vary that quickly. An error
estimate for the solution A can be obtained as follows:

The theoretical solution of the Helmholtz equation is U (true solution). By
approximating the solution cp (finite element method) the solution ub will be obtained.
But the solution derived by the computer is ub• The error in the solution can be
written as follows:

II U - Ub II = II U - uh + uh - uh II s II U - U h II + II ub - uh "

* II U - U h II = O(h2
)

* II uh - uh II stoll

The first error term is dependent of the largest side (h) of the normalized triangle. If
the circular waveguide has a diameter of 2 and if the diameter contains N triangles,
then the normalized value of h amounts to 2/N. Suppose that N = 20, so h = lItO and
the error will be of the order 1E-2. If enough elements will be choosen this error will
be low.

The second error term (toll) is computed by Sepran and amounts to - 1E-8 or less.
But if much elements are used when there is no need to, this error can become up to
1E-3 or greater!

If symmetI)' is used the Helmholtz equation can be solved more efficiently. In figure
3.4 the waveguide is shown with its axes of symmetI)'. The fields are symmetric with
regard to these axes. The field in the waveguide is symmetric with regard to the x
and y-axis. Let's consider the case of symmetI)' with regard to the x-axis. IT the field is
symmetrical we could reduce our problem by computing the cutoff wavenumbers of
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the semi-region. But then an extra boundary, and therefore a boundary condition has
to be introduced. Fields that are even with regard to the x-axis will result in the
boundary condition at r: afP/ an =O. Fields with an odd symmetry with regard to the x
axis will result in: r:fP =0. Proof:

For even fields:
fP(x,Y)=fP(x,-y) - afP(x,y)/ay = -a,(x,-y)/ay and it follows that afP(x,y)/ay=O at the
axis of symmetry (y=0). Thus we obtain: afP(x,y)/ay = afP(x,y)/an = 0 at r, where n
is the normal outward in the -y direction.

In the odd case:
fP(x,y) = -fP(x,-y) and at the axis of symmetry we obtain: fP(x,O) = -fP(x,O) - fP(x,y) =0
at r.

h
Figure 3.4 Circular waveguide with axes of symmetry

a. Axes of symmetry
b. Line of symmetry: x-axis (r)
c. Input region for Sepran

When dividing the region in this way, odd and even modes have to be computed
separately. Although more time consuming this method has some advantages:

If the number of elements is not changed the solution will be obtained faster. And if
more elements will be used the solution will be more accurate.

Secondly, because Sepran computes up to 8 or 9 eigenvalues, higher order modes will
be found which couldn't be found when entering the entire region as input to Sepran,
because only 8 modes are calculated. When the entire region was specified in the
inputfile for Sepran, Sepran computed the same modes that only differed in the
eigenvalue in the third digit. These modes were the odd and even modes having the
same eigenvalue. Therefore only five different modes (odd/even) could be found.
Using symmetry and specifying halve the region only different modes (odd or even)
were computed.

In the case of the circular waveguide another line of symmetry could be used. Then
again a new boundary condition has to be specified. For the eccentric annular
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waveguide there is only one line of symmetry. Therefore we used only one line of
symmetry in the case of the circular and the coaxial cable.

The eigenvalues of the circular waveguide have been computed using 4 different input
files. T~ modes have been calculated using the entire cross section (radius of the
waveguide: 1) as input. The cutoff wave numbers have been computed with unit=O.l
and unit =0.05, Le. 20 and 40 triangles respectively at the diameter of the circle. The
results are tabled in table Btl and B1.2 in appendix B1. In all tables the computed
cutoff wave numbers (kqc, where c is the radius of the circle, c= 1) are compared to
the known cutoff wavenumbers for the circular waveguide.

These known cutoff wavenumbers are the zero's of the following equations [30] :

TMz-modes : lm(x) = 0
TEz-modes : 1m' (x) = 0 (3.13)

,where x = kc and c = 1

In these formula's the subscript m denotes the m-th order Besselfunction. The
eigenvalues of the TEz modes have been calculated as well. Using the circle as input
and for unit=O.l the cutoff wavenumbers are tabled in table B1.3. Using symmetry
the odd cutoff wavenumbers of the circular waveguide have been calculated for
unit =0.05. The results are tabled in table B1.4.

3.3.2 Coaxial waveguide

In figure 3.5a a cross-sectional view of the coaxial waveguide is shown. In order to
compute the eigenvalues of the T~ modes the boundary conditions q> =0 must be
used on r 1 and r 2' In the case of TEz modes aq> / an =0 must be used.

The radius of the outer circle amounts to b=3 (Sepran units).
The radius of the inner circle is 1, so that b/a=3.

The cutoff wavenumbers of the coaxial waveguide have been calcuIted for unit = 0.10,
0.15 and 0.25. The eigenvalues of TM and TE modes have been calculated. The
values are tabled in table B2.1 and B2.2 of appendix B2.

The eigenvalues ka (a = 1) are tabled for b/ a=3 (a =1) and the these values are
compared to the known values calculated from the following equations [31] :

TM z: Im(x)Ym(lx) - Ym(lx)lm(x) = 0
TE z: Im'(x)Ym'(lx) - Ym'(lx)lm'(x) = 0

b, where x=ka and 1 =- =3
a

For a= 1 the eigenvalues in these equations are equal to x. These values are tabled as
well in appendix B. The subscript m denotes the mth order Besselfunction.
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b
Figure 3.5 Cross sectional view of the coaxial waveguide

a Cross sectional view
b Input for Sepran (using symmetry)

Using symmetry the cutoff wavenumbers have been computed by entering the semi
coaxial cable as input for Sepran, as shown in figure 3.5b. The eigenvalues have been
computed for unit=0.25. The results are tabled in table B2.3, B2.4, B2.5 and B2.6 in
appendix B2.

3.3.3 The eccentric annular waveguide

In figure 3.6a a cross-sectional view of the eccentric annular waveguide with inner
(PEC) and outer (PMC) conductor is shown. In order to compute the cutoff wave
numbers of this waveguide the following boundary conditions must be used in order
to obtain the eigenvalues of the TM-mode: a«p/an = 0 at Co and «p =0 at Ct. If the
even eigenvalues have to be computed, the following boundary conditions have to be
used: «p =0 at C1 and alp /an = 0 at Co, c; and c;.

The inner conductor is the inner conductor of a coaxial cable. For the calculations we
used a coaxial cable of the type: UT-85 50 O. The diameter of the inner conductor
amounts to 0.51 mm and the diameter of the outer conductor amounts to 1.68 mm..
The relative permittivity of the coaxial cable f r amounts to 2.04.
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Figure 3.6 Cross sectional view of the eccentric annular waveguide with
(PEC) inner and (PMC) outer conductor

a Cross section
b Input for Sepran (using symmetry)

Because we are only interested in the even ~-modes and the waveguide can be
analyzed using symmetry, the geometry of figure 3.6b has been used to compute the
eigenvalues. The boundary consists of 4 parts now, and the following boundary
conditions are used to compute the (even) eigenvalues:

r1, r2 and r4: a~fan = 0
r3 : ~ = 0

The lowest 8 eigenvalues have been computed for three different cases: afc= 0.0181,
0.0191 and 0.0196. In each case efc, the location of probe with respect to the radius
was varied so that efc = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9. The results of these
computations are plotted in figures B3.2, B3.3 and B3.4 in appendix B3. The cutoff
wavenumbers Ic.c are plotted as a function of efc.

The values have been determined using unit =0.05 or 0.04 (the radius of the outer
conductor amounts to 0.553, 0.524 and 0.51 for the 3 different cases). Near c; the
mesh has been refined, so that very much elements are located near the probe.
Therefore the value of cp and its derivatives is known in points at the aperture where
the coaxial probe is connected to the cavity. But by refining the mesh where it in not
necessary, the error toll (see section 3.3.1) will become up to 0.5 or 4 for the 8th
mode. That means that the values of cp for higher order modes are less accurate as
well as the eigenvalue.
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3.3.4 Evaluation of the results

Sepran has been used to calculate the eigenvalues of the circular, the coaxial and the
eccentric annular waveguide (with inner PEC and outer PMC). The results of these
computations are tabled in appendix B1, B2 and B3 respectively.

Because the eigenvalues of the circular and coaxial waveguide are known [30, 31]
(they are also tabled in the appendices), the accuracy of the values computed by
Sepran can be verified.

In the tables in appendices B1 and B2 the error is defined as:

k t sepran - k t analytical
--~-~--:-~--x 100%

k t analytical

It is clear from the tables that the solution is more accurate if more triangles are used
to approximate the region (and thus the solution fP).

It is also noted that the eigenvalues of TE modes are computed more accurate than
the eigenvalues of TM modes.

The lowest eigenvalue is computed more accurate than the highest value, which is
also clear from the tables (containing the accuracy of the computed values).

Note that the eigenvalues of the odd and even modes are not shown seperately
because their eigenvalues are the same.

Use of symmetry resulted in finding odd or even modes. Then it was possible to find
8 different eigenvalues.

It was found that Sepran is accurate, but it is takes more time to find more accurate
eigenvalues. In order to obtain eigenvalues which are accurate in the second digit,
more than 20 triangles must be used at the diameter of a waveguide. In the case of
the circular and coaxial waveguide the error toll was ~ 2E-7, and therefore negligible.
But in computing the eigenvalues of the eccentric annular waveguide this error
became in the order of 1 for the highest mode. So only the lowest modes are
calulated accurately.

Because the eigenvalues of eccentric annular waveguide are not known, it is not
possible to verify the results. But if the inner probe is located in the centre of the
waveguide the eigenvalues approximate the eigenvalues of the circular waveguide
(TE-modes). The lowest eigenvalue and the fifth correspond to the TEOn modes,
having different eigenvalues, but the E and H field patterns do agree. This problem
deserves further attention.
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4 Calculation of the Input Impedance

In the preceding chapter the cutoff wavenumbers and their corresponding eigen
functions (J)(x,y) of the eccentric annular waveguide (with PMC outer conductor and
small PEC inner conductor) have been computed. The derivatives of (J), ax(J)(x,y)
ay(J)(x,y) have been computed as well. From the orthogonal modes derived in section
3.3.3 a set of transverse orthonormal modes will be derived. These modes will satisfy
the boundary conditions on the perfect magnetic outer conductor and the perfect
electric inner conductor. The fields of the cavity and the coaxial feed cable must be
continuous in the annular aperture of the coaxial feed cable. Using a mode matching
technique the reflection coefficient of the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode
incident in the coaxial cable is determined, from which the input impedance is
computed.

4.1 The normalized transverse~ modal fields

The modes derived in section 3.3.3 will be normalized over the cross sectional area of
the eccentric waveguide with PEC inner conductor and PMC outer conductor. The
modes must be normalized in order to be useful in subsequent calculations.
Mathematically, this is equivalent to finding Nq, such that the following condition is
satisfied:

e{J eq' eqdS = 1 ,where eq is defined as eq = ~ (4.1)

S is the cross sectional area of the eccentric annular waveguide as shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Cross section of the eccentric
annular waveguide
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The constant Nq can be computed as follows:

N 2 = II e .e dS = II _V,CPq • - V,CPq dS =
q q q k k

s s q q

~ II V,CPq· V,cpqdS
kq s

Using Green's first identity:

II V,cfJ • V,cfJ dS = - II cfJ v,2cfJ dS + f
c

cfJ ~: dl
s s
and f cfJ acfJ dl = f cfJ acfJ dl + f cfJ acfJ dl

c an c an c an
o 1

and the homogeneous Helmholtz equation:

(V,2 + k;)cfJ q =0 - V,2cfJ q = - k;cfJ q

boundary conditions: Co: acfJ q = 0
an

C1 : cfJ q = 0
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(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)(4.2) can be written as: N; = II cP~ dS
s

Because Sepran approximates the cross section of the eccentric annular waveguide by
triangles and computes the value of cP in the vertices of these triangles (see figure
4.2). The integral is evaluated using the numerical quadrature formula [32]:

3II cp(x,y)dK = l: ~ ·cp(ai,b i ) 'O(K)
K J-l

O(K) denotes the surface of an element K.

I I 2. 2.
(q,b)~--- .... (a, b )

Figure 4.2 Element K of the mesh with its vertices

(4.6)
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Using (4.6) (4.5) is evaluated as:

Nle 3II cp(x,y)dS = E E .: ·cp(ai,b i ) oO(n)
s n-l i-I 3

(4.7)

Nk is the total number of elements K that is used to approximate S. The quadrature
formula is exact for polynomials of degree r = 2 [32], and for cp is a linear function on
an element K the integral can be computed without introducing an error. The factor
Nq has been calculated using the program IMPEDANCE written in Turbo Pascal
(5.5).

Now we are able to calculate the transverse~ modal fields in the vertices of the
triangles using (2.12):

(4.8)

Now we have computed the derivative of cp in the vertices we are able to calculate
the normalized (transverse) E (and H)-field. The fields in the cavity region can be
represented in terms of a set of orthonormal modes as derived above. In the next
section these fields will be equated at the aperture to the fields of the coaxial cable.

4.2 Continuity equations for the fields in the annular aperture of the coaxial cable

The magnetic wall cavity fed by a coaxial probe is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

A

E1: 2.62 a: 0.255 nun

Figure 4.3 Circular microstrip patch antenne fed by a coaxial probe
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It is assumed that a TEM mode is incident upon the annular aperture A formed by
the junction between the coaxial cable and the cavity. The coaxial waveguide modes
are well known [33] and are summarized in table 4.1 [34].

Tabe14.1 Modes for the coaxial waveguide

Type

TEM

TE even
z

Potential Function X

Xoo =- In( p)
Moo

Gn ( Kern p) . () 2 3Xern = SIn n (/> ,n =1, , ,...
M2«n

eoo =- V, Xoo

e 1=_ V,X"m
"m K

"m

2M,,_ =--_n ~

." Kern

J~ 1(Kern a )

J~ (Kernb )

At z=O·, see figure 4.3, the transverse fields in the coaxial cable can be represented in
a set of orthonormal modes { ~;' }~ as follows [11] :

•
E,(p,z=O-) = (1 + R)el~p) + L vje/(p)

j-2
•

-ixH,(p,z=O-) = (1 - R)Ylel~p) - L vjyje/(p)
j-2

where Yj are the modal admittances given by (4.10).

(4.9)
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YJ =J_t
2

, TEM mode (j =1)
""0

(,) t 2= -- , TEz modes
krj
k.

= _ZJ_ ,TE modes
(,) ""0 z

and krj = J'(,)-2-""-0-t2---k-f-

(4.10)

Since the infinite basis { ~/ } is orthonormal, the modal coefficients vj in (4.10) are
expressed as:

Vj =JJE,(p,z =0- ) . ~ ( p)dA
A

(4.11)

where v1 = 1 + R, and R is the reflection coefficient (referred to the aperture) of the
TEM mode.

The fields in the cavity region with permittivity £1 can be represented in terms of a
set of orthonormal modes { ~j }~ derived in section 3.3.3. At z=O+, the transverse
field can be expressed as [11] :

•
E,(p,z=O+) =E Viei(p)

i.1

•
- i x Ht ( p,z =0+) =E ~ Yi ei ( P)

i·1

where Yj, i= 1,2,... are the modal admittances at z=O+ given by

(4.U)

(4.13)
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Similar to (4.11) it is possible to define modal coefficients Vi as

Vi =JJ E,(p,z=O+)· ei(p)dS
S

=JJE,(p,Z =0+) . ei ( P)dA i = 1, 2, 3, ...
.A

(4.9b) can be written as:

•
-£xH,(p,z=O-) =(I-R)YI~(P)- L VjYj~(p) =

j-2
•

2YI~(P) - (I+R)YIl,.(P) - L VjYj~O» =
j-2

•
2YI~(P) - L VjYj~O»

j-l

Substituting (4.11) in (4.15) it results

•
-ixH,(p,z=O-) = 2YIl,.(P) - tr Yj~(p) {ij ~(p') ·E,(p',z=O-)dA }

In order to avoid confusion p' will be used as the variable of integration.
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(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

Classical mathematical theorems do not permit the reversal of order of integration
and summation in (4.16). This problem has been described by Amitay [35, p. 49]. We
follow his approach and introduce the dyadic

• •
Cj = ~(p)~(p'), and L Cj = L ~(p)~(p') = I c5(x-x')c5(y-y')

j-l j-l

I is the unit three dimensional dyadic. The integral operator:

JJ[t ~(p) ~ ( p') ] . - - - - - - - - d p'
S Jal

(4.17)

(4.18)

is an identity operator on vector functions. Therefore E t can be written as (4.19) :
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E,(x,y) = If L~ ~(x,y)~(x',y') ] -E,(x' ,y')dx'dy'
s

Using the dyadic algebra [35] it is possible to reverse the operations in (4.16)
resulting in

(4019)

-zxH,{p,z=O-) = 2Yl~{P) - II [t Yj~{p)~{p') ] oE,{p',z=O-) dA (4.20)
A J-l

Substituting (4.14) in (4.12) and reversing the order of operations as described above
we obtain

- zxH,(p,z =0') = .[J [~ Y,',( p) .,(p') ] -E,( p',z =O')dA
(4.21)

The magnetic field must satisfy the continuity condition in the aperture as illustrated
in figure 4.3. Therefore expressions (14.20) and (14.21) are equated and it results

2Yl~{P) - II [t Yj~{P)~{P')] oE,{p',z=O-)dA =
A J-l

If [,~ ¥",(p).,(p') ] -E,(p',z=O')dA
A

-

2Yl~{P) = II [t Yj~{P)~{P')] oE,{p',z=O-)dA +
A J-l

II [t ~ei{p)ej{p')] oE,{p',z=O+)dA - (4.22)
A ,-I

2Yl~{P) = II {t Yj~{p)~{p') + t Yjej{p)ej{p') } 0 E,{p') dA
A J-l ,-I
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The transverse vector field E t in (4.22) denotes the transverse electric field in the
aperture.
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The continuity equation for the fields in the annular aperture of the coaxial cable has
been derived by equating the transverse H fields. A similar equation can be obtained
if the transverse electric fields are equated. The next section describes a method to
solve this integral equation with the infinite summation.

4.3 Solution of the equation using the mode matching technique

In order to solve the equation (4.22) it is necessary to introduce approximations.
Instead of infinitely many functions which may be needed for proper representation of
the transverse vector field in the aperture Eta, we use a finite number, say N, of
functions to approximate Eta. Therefore we yield for Eta

.. N
;:t (... 0) r A '( "") _ r I A '( "")

~ t P, z= = L.J Vj ej P - L.J V" e" P
j-l ,,-I

It is also possible to represent Eta by the basic functions of the cavity:

.. N

Et(p,z=O) = L ~ei(p) =:: L V,,'e,,/(p/)
i-I ,,-I

(4.23)

(4.24)

The transverse electric field in the aperture is approximated using M basic functions
(M not necessarily equal to N). The use of (4.23) will result in numerical advantages
[35, p. 85].

The unknown coefficients vn'and Vn' will be different in general from the true
solution vj and Vn'. But for the sake of clarity we will use vn in further calculations.
Approximating Eta introduces an error in the solution for vn'
First (4.23) is substituted into (4.22)

{

.. .. } N
2Yl~(P) = Jr "'J:, y//(p)e/(p/) + "'J:, Yiei(p)ei(p/) . L v"e,,/(p/)dp' (4.25)

~ J-l ,-I ,,-I
p' fA
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We use the scalar product of the dyadic C with the vector E t and with the

following definitions

II eiO>')· e,.'Cp')dp' = I;,.
.A

II ej(p')· e,.'(p')dp' = &j,.
.A

{ 0
1, where &j,. is defined as j=n

j~n

(4.26)

lin are the intermodal coupling coefficients.

(4.25) can be written as

N • N •

2Yle/(P) = L L v"yj&j,.ej(p) + L L v,.~/;,.ei(p)
,.-1 j-l ,.-1 i-I

N • N

Because I: I: v,.Yj&j" ej(p) = I: v,.y,.e,.'(p) (4.27) results in,.-1 j-l ,.-1
N N •

2Yle/(p) = L v,.y,.e,.' (p) + L L V,. y/;,.ei ( p)
,.-1 ,.-1 i-I

Taking moments with respect to em' ( p) , m =1,2,..N we find

II 2Yl e/( p) . em'(p)dp =

.A

Because

II 2Yl e/(P)· em'(p)dp = 2Yl &lm and
.A

N NII L V,.Y,. e,.' ( p) . em' ( p) d P = L V,.Y,. &11m and
.A ,.-1 ,.-1

N • N LII L L v,.Y,./;,.ei(p) ·em'(p)dp = L L v,.Y,./;,.lim m=l, ....N
.A ,.-1 i-I ,.-1 i-I

(4.28) becomes

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)
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N N L

2Y1 6lm = E v,J',.6mn + E E v,. Y/;"Iim , m = 1, ...N
,.-1 ,.-1 i-I
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(4.30)

This is a linear set of N x N equations that can be solved by the computer. In order
to solve the equation the infinite summation for i =1,2,... has been approximated by a
finite sum of L components (L S N).

Rewriting expression (4.30)

N L

2Y1 6 lm = E v,. (y,.6mn + E v,. Y/;"Iim ) , m = 1,.. N
,.-1 i-I

L

defining im == 2Y16lm and Gmn = y,.6mn + 1: YJ;"Iim it results
i-I

[G]NxN [v]Nxl = [i]Nxl or

(4.31)

L L L

Y1 611 + 1: Y/i1 I i1 1: Y/,.iil 1: Y/iNl i1

2Y1 611
i-I i-I i-I

VI
L L L

0 1: Y/i1 I,"l Y2 622 + 1: Y/,"lI,"l 1: Y/iNI,"l V2
i-I i-I i-I

=

o

This NxN matrix [G] can be inverted to determine the modal coefficients Vj ,

j =1,2,..N. Once the modal coefficients have been determined, the reflection
coefficient R and the normalized impedance Zin/Zcou can be calculated by

Z. 1 +RR = VI -1 , and _ID_ - __ (4.33)
Zcou 1 - R

The coefficients Vi can be calculated:
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Because Vi = II E,(p,z=o+) ·ei(p)dA , i =1,2, .• N and
A

Vi are the coefficients Vi(z) for z=O (the aperture).
Now the total electric field in the cavity can be written as [25]

NAN

Ec(p,z) =E ~(z)ei(p)+-._z_E Ii(z)V,·ei(p)
i-I J(a) £1 i-I

sin [kz .(t -z)] (a) £ dV
where V(z) = V • , I.(z) =i_1

_'
, 'sin(k t) , k 2 dz

z; z/

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

The equation (4.32) can be solved now and the input impedance can be determined.
But in order to obtain the input impedance first the different losses have to be
implemented into the cavity model.

4.4 Implementation of the losses by an effective loss tangent

The input impedance of the antenna can be calculated now. The antenna, however,
has been modeled by an ideal closed cavity. Thus, in order to compute the input
impedance the different losses have to be incorporeted into the model, as described
in section 2.2. A possible method is to include the different loss mechanisms into an
effective loss tangent 6eff and replace E'1 by E'1' = E'1(1-6eff) starting at formula (4.12).
The effective loss tangent 6eff has been defined as:

PT
6eff = ~"'""""=='~

2 (a), WE

where PT is the total power lost due to radiation, surface-wave excitation, imperfect
conducting metalic portions of the cavity and the dielectric, PT = PllId + Psw + Pe:u +
Pd' WE is the time-averaged stored energy at the resonant frequency (a)r •

The calculation of 6eff is rather involved and we will use the results of Davidovitz
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[11]. Defining 11rt = PRlPT , PT can be computed if PR and 11rt is known. The
coefficient 11rt represents the percentage of the total loss that is occupied by PR' The
value of 11rt can be obtained from Davidovitz [11, Fig. 6]. In order to calculate 6eff the
values of ~ and PT must be known. These values have been computed using the
(simple) cavity model as described in section 2.2. The resonant frequency is calculated
using [36] :

c : 3.108

kll : 1.84118
e r : 2.62

(4.37)

~m (ka) is the mth zero of the derivative of the Besselfunction of order n, c is the
speed of light (vacuum) and ae is the effective radius of the antenna (to account for
the fringing field effect). Because the antenna was assumed to operate at the TMll
mode ka= 1.84118.

Using the formulas of section 2.2, 6eff can be written as:

(4.38)

where ae has been used instead of a. 11 is given by (2.8). A computer program (Turbo
Pascal 5.5) DELTAEFF has been written to calculate 6eff as a function of ae ,fr and t.

The computed values of 6eff are used to calculate the antenna's input impedance. The
results of these computations are presented in the next section.

4.5 Numerical Results

In the preceding section a method of computing the input impedance Zin for the
circular microstrip antenna was presented. In section 3.3.3 the cutoff wavenumbers ~
and their corresponding (even T~) modes have been calculated. These modes have
been used to calculate the intermodal coefficients Iij • The (Turbo Pascal 5.5) program
COPPEUij has been used to compute these coeffiCIents.

The linear set of N x N equations (4.32) has been solved using the Fortran
(RMF0R24) program IMPED. This program computes the coefficient VI from which
the reflection coefficient R and the normalized input impedance Zin/Za:JU is
calculated.
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Davidovitz [11], Zheng [37], and Chew [8, 38] showed that the use of higher-order
modes was not crucial in improving the input impedance calculation. Therefore only
the TEM-mode has been used to approximate the field distribution of the coaxial
aperture. The field structure in the cavity has been approximated by 8 even~
modes. Sepran could calculate up to 8 modes.

The input impedance of the circular microstrip antenna with thick substrate has been
computed for three types of antennas as illustrated in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Antenna dimensions for the calculation
of the input impedance

c

14.1 mm

13.5 mm

13.0 mm

t

1.6mm

3.2 mm

4.7mm

efc

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9

In all calculations a 50 n coaxial cable with following dimensions has been used
(dimensions of the UT-85 coaxial cable):

inner intersection: 2a = 0.51 mm
outer intersection: 2b = 1.68 mm
£r: 2.04

The computed input impedance is illustrated in Smith charts plots for each type of
antenna and as a function of the eccentricity in appendix C.

The resonance resistance R as function of efc, the normalized eccentricity, is plotted
in figure C.16 in appendix C for the three types of antennas.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The finite element package Sepran has been used to solve the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation for different kinds of waveguides. The computed cutoff
wavenumbers agree very well with the (analytically) known cutoff wavenumbers of the
cirular and the coaxial waveguide. Refining the triangulation of the cross sectional
area of the waveguide where the solution has a quick variation, improves the accuracy
of the computed wavenumbers.

The cutoff wavenumbers of the eccentric annular waveguide with inner PEC (Perfect
Electric Conductor) and outer PMC (Perfect Magnetic Conductor) conductor have
been calculated as well. The wavenumbers, corresponding to even TM modes,
approach the well known cutoff wavenumbers (TE modes) of the circular waveguide
as the eccentricity equals zero. But the first and the fifth value do not correspond to
the known cutoff wavenumbers. These modes, independent of the fP variation, seem
to correspond to the TEOn modes of the circular waveguide, but the cutoff
wavenumbers are different (the transverse E- and H-field patterns of the modes do
agree with the field patterns of the TEOn modes). The cutoff wavenumber of the TEOI
mode amounts to 0.78 (was 3.83) and the cutoff wavenumber of the TEm mode
amounts to 4.37 (was 7.0156). These modes deserve further attention.

The input impedance of the circular microstrip antenna was computed using the
mode-matching technique, approximating the field in the coaxial cable by the
dominant lEM mode and the field within the microstrip antenna by 8 even TM
modes. The impedance loci agree with the computed and measured loci from
Davidovitz. If the thickness of the antenna is increased (0.03i.., to 0.1i..,) we observe
an inductive shift of the impedance loci corresponding to the self inductance of the
feed probe. This effect of the feed is higher near the edge of the patch.

If order to analyse the circular microstrip antenna with thick substrate, the effect of
the feed must be accounted for in the used cavity model. The finite element
technique has been used to analyse the circular mierostrip antenna with thick
substrate. Using Sepran, the effect of the coaxial feed can be easily accounted for.
Sepran can be used to analyse other configurations as well, for instance the
rectangular microstrip antenna. Different kinds of cross-sections and different
boundary conditions are relatively easy to implement in Sepran. One could for
instance analyse a microstrip antenna with two probes.
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Appendix 1 Orthogonality of the modal functions in the cavity

Before the proof of the orthogonality of the modes is given first the cross section of
the area is shown in figure A 1, together with the used coordinate system.

Figure A 1 Cross section of the eccentric waveguide with PEC inner
conductor and PMC outer conductor
a Cross section
b Coordinate system

The transverse~ modal fields in the waveguide can be stated as follows:

- -V,CPq h-+ =e = -zxeq k q q
'f

(v 2+k 2)cp = 0
I 'f q (AI)

boundary conditions:

For TEz modal fields the relations become:

boundary conditions:

(A2)

To show the orthogonality of the modes for both the~ and TEz fields Green's first
and second identity (in two dimensions) are used.
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Green's first identity:

II (Vttp°Vt<P + tp Vt
2<p)dn = f tp°<Pdl

o c on

Green's second identity:

(A3)

(A4)

To avoid confusion the superscript e denotes TE mode and m denotes the TM mode.

First, we consider two TM-modes and form the product:

-II <p~v/<p; dn
o

~ ~ r:om r:om V m V me.oe. =n. on. = A... ° A...
'J 'J t"" t"'J

Letting tp =<Pi and <P=<Pj in Green's first identity, we obtain:

II r;°ejdn = II Vt<p~oVt<Pjdn =
o 0

II m 2 m f m O<Pj
- 0 <Pi Vt <Pj dn + c <Pi --a;-dl =

(A5)

(A6)

The second integral vanishes when the boundary conditions are used. Using the

homogeneous Helmholtz equation V/ <P~ = -k2t.<P~ and substituting the relation in
I

(A6) it results:

II r;°ejdn = II Vt<P~'Vt<Pjdn =
o 0

Applying the same substitution in Green's second identity it follows:

II (<p~Vt2<p; - <p;V/<p~)dn = (-kt/ + ktl
2) II <p~<p;dn =

o 0
o mom

(k 2 - k 2) II <p'!'<p'!' dn = f (<p'!'..!.L - <p'!'~ )dl
t l t l 'J 'on J on

o c

Using the boundary conditions the right hand integral vanishes.

(AS)
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For ~i IJl ~j (ilJlj) -

II ¢ ~ ¢ j dn = 0 and therefore the preceding integral (A7) vanishes:
o

II e7' 0 ejdn = II Jrr 0 Jr7dn = 0 ( i IJl j )
o 0

A similar analysis applies to the TE-modes, and we have:

IIe:oejdn =0
o

Finally, we must consider the TE-TM cross products:

~ oe'!' = Jr~ oJr'!' = -(ixV ¢~)oV ¢'!'
'J 'J "'J

Consider the following expression:

V,0(z¢:xV,¢7) = (V,xz¢:)oV,¢} - z¢:o(V,xV,¢j)

(A9)

(A10)

(All)

(AI2)

Since V, x V,¢ j is identically zero and: V, x z¢: =¢: V, x z =- z x ¢: we obtain:

V,o(z¢:xV,¢j) = -(zxV,¢:)oV,¢j

If we let A = ¢j zx V,¢: and using the divergence theorem:

(AI3)

II v,oA dn = f A on dl (AI4)
o c

, the integral of the cross product of the TE-TM modes will result:

II -(Ix V,¢:)oV,¢j dn
o
f ¢:(z x v,¢j) °ndl
c

=II v, o(z¢: x V,¢j)dn =
o (AI5)
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For V, 1:1 nail + f a., and therefore zx V,q,j = allq,j f - a.,q,jn (A15) can be

written as:

f (q,~allq,j( f on) - q,~a.,q,j(n on)dl =
c
f -q,~a.,q,j(n on) dl = f -q,~a.,q,j dl
c c

The last integral can be split up in two integrals:

f -q,ja.,q,~dl = f -q,ja.,q,~dl- f q,ja.,q,~dl
eGG

(A17)

(AlB)

These contour integrals vanish because of the boundary conditions as stated in (Al)
and (A2). Therefore we conclude that also for the cross products of the TE and TM
modes the modal functions are orthogonal.

II e~oejdn = II h~oJi;dn = 0
o 0

(A17)
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r

Figure B1.1 Cross section of the circular
waveguide

Table Bl.l TMz Cutoff wavenumbers k, c of the
circular waveguide

Ie. Ie.
(SEPRAN) (Analytical)

2.404 2.4049

3.827 3.8318

5.125 5.1357

5.506 5.5201

6.358 6.3802

Mode

b.c:a r: cp = 0 toll s 2E-7
unit: 0.05 Sepran error: S 0.35 %

~b.c: boundary conditions

Table Bl.2 TMz Cutoff wavenumbers k, c of
the circular waveguide

Ie.
(SEPRAN)

2.400

3.812

5.088

5.465

6.284

Ie.
(Analytical)

2.4049

3.8318

5.1357

5.5201

6.3802

Mode

TMol
TMn
TM21

TMo2
TM;H

b.c. : r : cp=o
unit: 0.1

toll S 2E-7
Sepran error: S 1.51 %
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Table Hl.3 TEz Cutoff wavenumbers k, c of
the circular waveguide

~
(SEPRAN)

1.8401

3.0455

3.8171

4.1770

5.2663

toll ~ 2E-7
unit: 0.1

~ Mode
(Analytical)

1.8412 TEn

3.0542 ~l

3.8318 TEOI

4.2012 ~l

5.3175 TEA]

b.c. r: o«p/8n =0
Sepran error: ~ 1 %

Figure B1.2 Cross section of the semi
circular waveguide



Table Bl.4 TEz Cutoff wavenumbers k, c of the
circular waveguide (odd modes)
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~
(SEPRAN)

1.841

3.052

4.1951

5.305

5.321

6.393

6.684

7.464

toll S 2E-7

unit: 0.05

~ ~ode

(Analytical)

1.8412 TEll
3.0542 ~l

4.2012 TE3l

5.3175 TE4l

5.3315 TEl2

6.4155 TEsl
6.7062 ~

7.5013 TE61

b.c. r l :acp/iJn=o
r2 : cp =0

Sepran error: s 0.5 %
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B2 COAXIAL WAVEGUIDE

Numerical Results of Sepran

Figure B2.1 Cross section of the
coaxial waveguide

Table B2.1 TMz Cutoff wavenumbers kt b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b
(Sepran)

unit:
~b

Analytical mode
0.25 0.20 0.15

1.5405 1.5436 1.5453 1.548 TMol
1.6258 1.6294 1.6318 1.636 TMu

1.8543 1.8588 1.8624 1.868 TM21

2.1663 2.1740 2.1800 2.189 TM31

2.5151 2.5276 2.5379 2.554 TM41

Sepran error (%)
l.mQ 0.48 0.28 0.17 b.c : r 1: cp =0
h.mb 1.52 1.03 0.63 toll :s 2£-7 r 2: cp =0

a l.m : lowest mode
b h.m : highest mode



Table 82.2 TEz Cutoff wavenumbers kt b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b
Sepran

unit: ~b mode
Analytical

0.25 0.20 0.15

0.5147 0.5144 0.5140 0.514 TElO

0.9768 0.9772 0.9774 0.977 ~

1.3831 1.3848 1.3862 1.388 ~

1.6240 1.6280 1.6315 1.636 TEol
Sepran error (%) b.c.

l.m 0.14 0.08 0 rl alp/an = 0
h.m 0.73 0.49 0.28 toll s 2E-7 r 2 alp/an = 0

Figure B2.2 Cross section of the semi
coaxial waveguide
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Table 82.3 TMz Cutoff wavenumbers k, b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b ~b
Sepran Analytical mode

1.6257 1.636 TMll

1.8543 1.868 TM21

2.1659 2.189 TM31

2.5171 2.554 TM41

2.8766 2.931 TMS1

3.1109 3.178 TM12

3.2345 3.314 ~1

3.2508 3.320 TM22

Sepran error (%)
TMll 0.63
TM61 2.4 unit: 0.25 toll S 2E-6

Table 82.4 TMz Cutoff wavenumbers k, b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b ~b
Sepran Analytical mode

1.5405 1.548 TMol

1.6265 1.636 TMll

1.8531 1.868 TM21

2.1655 2.189 TM31

2.5142 2.554 TM41

2.8762 2.931 TMS1

3.0661 3.129 TMo2

3.1139 3.178 TM12

Sepran error (%)
TMol 0.48
TM12 2.07 unit: 0.25 toll S 2.5E-6



Table B2.5 TEz Cutoff wavenumbers kt b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b ~b
Sepran Analytical mode

0.5152 0.514 TElO

0.9773 0.977 ~

1.3824 1.388 ~

1.7453 1.758 TEll
1.7563 1.769 TE40

2.0753 2.090 ~l

2.1141 2.138 TEso

2.4594 2.501 TE60

Sepran error (%)
TElO 0.23
TE60 1.66 unit: 0.25 toll S 2E-6

Table B2.6 TEz Cutoff wavenumbers kt b of
the coaxial waveguide

~b ~b
Sepran Analytical mode

0.5152 0.514 TElO

0.9768 0.977 ~

1.3826 1.388 me
1.6235 1.636 TEol

1.7460 1.758 TEll
1.7561 1.769 TE40

2.0738 2.090 ~l

Sepran error (%)
TElO 0.23

~l 0.78 unit: 0.25 toll S 2.3E-7
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83 THE ECCENTRIC ANNULAR WAVEGUIDE

1.000.800.6000400.20

0.00 L- ...1.-I -1I -IIL..-- .l.....-1 --'1

0.00

e/c

Figure B3.2 Lowest 8 cutoff wavenumbers ~ c for an eccentric annular waveguide
with PMC outer and PEC inner conductor, a/c= 0.0181.



Figure B3.3 Lowest 8 cutoff wavenumbers Ic.c for an eccentric annular waveguide
with PMC outer and PEC inner conductort a/c= 0.0191.
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c 13.0 mm

+ 1st mode b. 2cd 0 3rd + 4th.. 5th • 6th v 7th <> 8th

7.00 r

A
A

<V-- ~
v

~
~ ....

5.60 I- ....
~ -. -- -- -- -

& - -4.20 -- . .
0...

. .
.Y: - '" '"- "'" '-",.. ~
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~

2.80 I-

A...... - ~............

1.40 l-

T

0.00 I I I I t

0.00 0.20 0040 0.60 0.80 1.00

e/c

Figure B3.4 Lowest 8 cutoff wavenumbers lcr c for an eccentric annular waveguide
with PMC outer and PEC inner conductor, a/c= 0.0196.
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APPENDIX C INPUT IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCULAR
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

-1.05 L-. -..:

-1.05

Figure C.1 Computed Input Impedance
c: 14.1 nun, t: 1.6 nun, efc: 0.2. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 56.25 Mhz

-1.05 L .=:::====:.- --l
-1.05

Figure C.2 Computed Input Impedance
c: 14.1 nun, t: 1.6 nun, efc: 0.4. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 62.5 Mhz
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-1.05L---------------
-1.05

Figure C.3 Computed Input Impedance
c: 14.1 nun, t: 1.6 nun, e/c: 0.6. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 87.5 Mhz

-1.05 '----------------
-1.05

Figure C.4 Computed Input Impedance
c: 14.1 nun, t: 1.6 nun, e/c: 0.8. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 87.5 Mhz
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-1.1il5 L...- --'

-1.1il5

Figure C.5 Computed Input Impedance
c: 14.1 mm, t: 1.6 mm, efc: 0.9. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 75 Mhz

-1.95 L --=::::~::::.. -.l
-1.1il5

Figure C.6 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.51 mm, t: 3.2 mm, efc: 0.2. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 87.5 Mhz
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-1.05 ~--------':======- ----.J
-,1.05

Figure e.7 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.5 mm, t: 3.2 mm, efc: 0.4. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 112.5 Mhz

-1.05 L --=::::=====- -.--J
-1.05

Figute e.S Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.5 mm, t: 3.2 mm, efc: 0.6. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 150 Mhz



-1.05 L- ---l

-1.05

Figure C.9 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.5 mm, t: 3.2 mm, efc: 0.8. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 150 Mhz

-1.05 L --===~===_ ---l
-1.05

Figure C.lO Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.5 mm, t: 3.2 mm, efc: 0.9. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 150 Mhz
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-1.05 L --=:::=:::===- ----.J
-1.05

Figure C.ll Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.0 nun, t: 4.7 nun, e/c: 0.2. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 87.5 Mhz

-1.05 L --=:::::=:::===- ~

-1.05

Figure C.12 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.0 nun, t: 4.7 nun, e/c: 0.4. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 100 Mhz
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-1.05 '-- ---J

-1.05

Figure C.13 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.0 mm, t: 4.7 rom, efc: 0.6. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 137.5 Mhz

-1.05 '-----------------'
-1.05

Figure C.14 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.0 mm, t: 4.7 mm, efc: 0.8. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 137.5 Mhz
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-l.BS L-.. --'

-l.BS

Figure C.t5 Computed Input Impedance
c: 13.0 nun, t: 4.7 mm, efc: 0.9. Increasing frequency clockwise, increment 137.5 Mhz



+ A l::. B 0 c

75

400

320

E
r..

2400
.........
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(J) 160
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80
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0.00 0.20 DAD 0.60 0.80 1.00
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Figure C.16 Resonance resistance as a function of the normalized eccentricity e/c for
three different antennas.
A : c = 14.1 nun t= 1.6 nun 0

B : c = 13.5 nun t= 3.2 nun A

C : c = 13.0 nun t= 4.7 nun +
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